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1. Course Objectives & Description 
 
     a) Course objectives 
 
Students should leave the course with the ability to conceptually analyze post-Cold War, 
especially post-9/11, international security. The course elaborates both traditional inter-
state conflict – using Sino-US competition and North Korea as examples – and non-state 
threats – using the war on terror as an example. Given close US-Korea ties, such knowledge 
will ideally improve your ability to make informed choices as voters. More practically, students 
should take away the critical abilities to read moderately difficult foreign policy journals such 
as Foreign Affairs or Foreign Policy  and high quality periodicals such as the Economist and the 
New York Times. It is recommended that the students read these regularly the semester to 
prepare for the paper.  

 
     b) Course Description 
 
This course is an advanced introduction to security and strategy - the use of force particularly 
- in international politics. The course has two parts: a conceptual discussion of enduring 
debates in national security, followed by a discussion of individual issues. 
 
The first half will describe and theorize basic concepts in security studies. Without a world 
government, states are left to defend themselves. Many build militaries to pursue security. 
Some fall into rivalries; some use force against each other. These dilemmas have existed for 
much of human history. We will engage in theoretical discussion of ideas such as national 
power, grand strategy, alliances, hegemony, technological evolution, ‘modern’ warfare, power 
across different domains (land, sea, air, space, cyber), weapons of mass destruction, and so 
on. 
 
The second half applies these concepts and ideas to contemporary issues in world politics. 
The competition between the US and China, or between South and North Korea, nicely 
illustrates traditional security concerns. But we will also look at newer, post-9/11 security 
issues such as terrorism, proliferation, and state failure. Our cases will include al-Qaeda and 
(again) North Korea. 
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  2.  Required Textbooks 
   
Strategy in the Contemporary World, 6th or 7th edition, eds. John Baylis, et al., 2019 or 2022 
 
  3.  Requirements & Grading 
 
Attendance will be taken every day. Students who miss more than 3 days unexcused will lose 
1% off of their final grade for each missed day. Outlines, review sheets, etc. will not be 
distributed. The reading and the class sessions serve that purpose. You will read much the 
entire book, although we will not cover all of it in class. We will follow government covid 
protocols and use Zoom through the university’s PLATO course website when necessary. We 
will watch a movie or documentary in the weeks before the midterm and final to take a break 
before the exams. That will occur via PLATO-Zoom. 
 
Cell phones must be turned off at the beginning of every class. You are required to place your 
cell phone on your desk where I can see it and shut it down. Students who sit together and 
chat or pass notes will be separated. Please do not sit in the back and corners if there is open 
space in the front. If you do so consistently to avoid attention, then I will move you. Students 
who sit together and chat or pass notes will be separated. You are responsible for properly 
communicating with me via email. Use one email account consistently under your own, 
clearly identifiable name. Provide your name, in English and Korean, and student identity 
number in all correspondence and evaluations.  
 
For the midterm and final, you will complete two in-class, multiple choice exams, with 33 
questions each. You will be required to answer about questions about all the assigned book 
chapters, whether discussed in class or not. Make-up exams will not be given without a 
documented excuse. Written make-up exams will not be given. Any make-up exams will be a 
2000-word term paper similar to that assigned below.  
 
You will also write one 2,000 word paper on a topic of your choosing related to the course 
material. Your term paper is due, by email, not paper, on the final day of class. Every day the 
paper is late will reduce your grade. You must use the tools and concepts developed in the 
course. Research outside of the course text is required. The paper makes some kind of claim 
or argument; it is not to be a case study or travelogue. For example: ‘The West over-reacted 
to 9/11 and should withdraw from the Middle East’ OR ‘Nuclear weapons are so powerful 
that they make war unlikely; hence we should encourage nuclear proliferation.’ The paper 
may not be about solely about Korea, although you may use it as a case. As an international 
relations course, it is important that we expand our knowledge of the world beyond our home 
countries. 
 
You MUST write in Times New Roman font, 12-point lettering (10-point for footnotes), with 
double-spacing and one-inch margins all around. If you deviate from this spec, you will be 
penalized. Use bibliographic footnotes, not endnotes or a separate bibliography. I highly 
recommend you come to see me to discuss your topic before you submit your paper. In 
general, I recommend you come to see me at least once in the semester to introduce yourself. 
Your term paper is due, by email, not paper, on the final day of class. Every day the paper is 
late will reduce your grade. 

https://robertedwinkelly.com/course-materials-for-my-students/
https://plato.pusan.ac.kr/


Your course grade will be determined by the following: 
 

 33%  Midterm    A+   95~100   A0  90~94 

 33%  Term Paper                B+   85~89            B0  80~84 

33%  Final                                        C+   75~79     C0  70~74 

 1%  Given                              D+   65~69            D0   60~64       F     0~59                                                                                 

 

Grades are final. Please do not email me insisting that I change your grade for your 
scholarship, because your friend in class got a different grade, because you tried very hard, 
etc. PNU quality demands that students work hard for As or Bs. I will not ‘socially promote.’ 

 

Writing is fundamental to your grade in this class. The exams are in essay format, and your 
term paper should be a lucid, organized and edited product. I am aware that most of you 
speak English as a second language. That will be accounted in the grading. Nonetheless, this 
is not an English grammar or style course. I do assume that you can produce a basic product 
in English. I will help you. 

 

4. Schedule 

Day Topics and Activities Reading 

1-3 Introduction: Basic Concepts 
 

Ch. 1 

4-6 Modern Warfare Ch. 3 

7-9 Strategic Theory Ch. 4 

10-13 Causes of War Ch. 5 

14-16 Technology and War 
 

Ch. 8 

17-20 Terrorism Ch. 11 

21-24 Nuclear Weapons Ch. 12 

25-27 Conventional Warfare Today Ch. 14 

28-30 Geography & Strategy Chs. 15 (& 18 if possible) 



5. References 
 
Data  
 CIA World Factbook 
              Chicago Council on Global Affairs (good for public opinion on foreign affairs) 
 
Think-Tanks 
 Brookings Institute (liberal) 
              Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (national security) 
              ETH Zuerich Center for Security Studies (European security) 
              European Council on Foreign Relations (European security) 
              Center for a New American Security (liberal) 
 Heritage Foundation (conservative) 
 American Enterprise Institute (conservative) 
                Federation of American Scientists (arms control) 
               Jeju Peace Institute (dovish) 
               Korean Institute for Defense Analyses (hawkish; good journal on Korean security) 
               Asan Institute for Policy Studies (centrist) 
 
Foreign Policy Sites/Magazines 
 Council on Foreign Relations (publisher of Foreign Affairs) 
 American Foreign Policy Council 
 The Diplomat (Asia-Pacific focus) 
              War on the Rocks (strategy) 
              The National Interest (tech, Korea) 
              1945.com (conflict, US foreign policy) 
 
Terrorism 
 US National Counterterrorism Center 
 UN Office of Counter-Terrorism  
 Federation of American Scientists (terrorism links)  
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